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Dear Students,

I am thrilled to extend my heartfelt congratulations to each and every one of you for your remarkable 

creative endeavor that has culminated in the online publication of the student journal, Anupranona. Your 

dedication, hard work, and innovative spirit have truly shone through, especially during these challenging 

times of the COVID-19 pandemic.

I would like to express my deepest gratitude to our esteemed Principal, Mam Lana Mukhopadhyay, for 

her unwavering support and encouragement throughout this journey. Principal Ma’m’s guidance and 

belief in your abilities have undoubtedly been instrumental in bringing this project to fruition. Her 

leadership has inspired you all to push boundaries, explore new horizons, and showcase your talents to 

the world through Anupranona.

I would also like to extend a special thank you to our dedicated librarian, Dr. Tulima Dey, for her 

invaluable support and assistance in making this project a reality. Dr. Dey's tireless efforts in providing 

resources, guidance, and encouragement to all of you have been truly commendable. Her commitment to 

fostering a love for literature and creativity among students has been instrumental in the success of 

Anupranona.

Together, your collective efforts, along with the support and guidance of Mam Mukhopadhyay and Dr. 

Dey, have resulted in the creation of a truly inspiring and impactful student journal. Your creativity, 

passion, and resilience in the face of adversity are a testament to your talent and dedication.

Congratulations once again on this remarkable achievement, and may Anupranona continue to be a 

platform for your voices to be heard and your creativity to flourish.

Warm regards,

Dr Jasmeet Singh

Dept. of English

RBCCW

FROM EDITOR’S   DESK
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কতদিন পুরী যাইনা,

দিচে িচে মিনচমাহন খাই না।

জগন্নাথচিচির ির্শন পাই না,

জগন্নাথ দিচির দ াগ খাই না।

েকাচে উচে েূচযশািয় দিদখনা।

এইেি এখন অতীত দির্ জচুে শুধুই এখন দোকডাউন।
পুরী, দিপুিার মচধে অনেতম দিখোত একটি ভ্রমণ স্থান,দযখাচন একিারই যাও আর 
একচর্া িারই যাও িাঙাদেচির কাচে কখচনা এই ভ্রমণ স্থানটি পুচরাচনা হয়না আর 
হচিও না।এটিই একমাত্র ভ্রমণ স্থান দযখাচন িাঙাদেরা দতন দথচক োর িার যাচিই 
িেচর।
এখাচন দকাচনা মদিরচকই দোট করা হচেনা না েি মদিচর প্রচির্ করচেই 
মনটা  াচো হচয় যায়, দকন্তু দকন জাদননা পুরীর জগন্নাথ মদিচর প্রচির্ করচেই 
মচন যতই িুুঃখ, কষ্ট,যন্ত্রণা, দিিনা থাকুক না দকন েি দযন দনচমচের মচধে 
উধাও হচয় যায় আর দকও যদি মচন িুুঃখ কষ্ট দনচয় পুরীর মদিচর প্রচির্ কচর 
তার মচনরও েমস্ত কষ্ট দনচমচে উধাও হচয় যায়,এটি েমূ্পণশ দনজস্ব মত।
আর মিনচমাহন, তার েমচে যত কম িেচিা ততই  াচো, পুরীর দিখোত দমদষ্টর 
মচধে অনেতম একটি দমদষ্ট হচো মিনচমাহন,পদিমিচের োচথ উদেেো দমদষ্ট দনচয় 
মামো হচয় দগচেও এিং পদিমিে দজতচেও মিনচমাহন এর স্বাি একিম দেচে 
দিওয়ার মচতা না।পুরীচত েিাই দকনাকাটার োচথ এই দজদনেটাও দকনাকাটা 
কচর িাদে দনচয় যায়।
পুরীর দ াগ, এটিচক দনচয় দতা িোর দকেুই দনই পৃদথিীচত যত িাদমই খািার দহাক 
না দকন এই খািারটির কাচে েি খািারই হার মানাচি।
আর েি দর্চে যখন পুরী দথচক দেচর আো হয় তখন মচনর দ তর দক দয কষ্ট 
হয় িচে দিাঝাচনা যাচিনা,এখচনা পযশন্ত যত জায়গায় ভ্রমণ কচরদে ওইেি জায়গা 
দথচক দেচর আোর েময় মন খারাপ দেচগদেে দকন্তু পুরী দথচক দেচর আোর 
েময় দকচনা জাদননা মচনর দ তর আোিাই একটা কষ্ট হয়, মচন হয় দযন দকাচনা 
দকেু দপ্রয় িা আপন কাওচক দেচে যাদে। আর যখন গাদেটা েমুচের রাস্তা দথচক 
টানশ দনয় দের্চন যাওয়ার পচথ আর যখন েমুে আর দিখা যায় না তখন দোখ 
দিচয় জে একচোোঁটা হচেও পেচি।
পুরী েম্পচকশ  আমার দেন্তা ািনা ইকটু দর্য়ার করোম।এই েয় মাে িাদেচত 
থাকচত থাকচত জীিনটা এচকিাচর একচেচয় হচয় দগচে,মন দমজাজও েিার দতমন 
ঠিক দনই আর দিাঝাও যাচেনা দয পরিতী পদরদহহদত দক হচত েচেচে|
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1))Life is repetitive and it's predictable

You study hard to get into a good college, then when you're older you must work hard 

to get a job, and then meet a nice guy and get married. But it still feels like a chore. We 

all grow old and die one day before we even turn 100 but we all try so hard to live 

decent life. Sometimes its feel like a boring and pointless.

But still who knows one day your boring life might turn into an exciting one. Some 

days were tough and some days were sad but sometimes fun always came along every 

once in a while, then every day feels like a full of excitement.So never lose your hope, 

you never know what tomorrow may bring for you.

2)Success doesn't come in a day. It takes a long time.. keep patient.. just silence and 

see what others say about you. Haters are not talk about the ordinary peoples. They 

like to talk about the celebrates or politicians. Put yourself in that place.. and look, 

they will talk about your name. And if you fall into the mud they will still laugh at 

you. So don't worry.Think of those who try to save you out from danger, even after 

you fall into the mud.  This road is very difficult dear and life is very short. Don't think 

about those people at this moment,. just go

3))Because I'm a WOMAN You hold the primary power.. and you told me, i am half of 

the whole.. and this way you need to control me. According to you, we are weak 

because we are women's. As i grew up, you told me not to sit with legs apart not to 

raise my voice in crowd and not wear short or full length clothes because i am woman 

and you want to control me. 

Because i am woman, so i should not have biceps or a fatty figure. Because i am a 

woman so i should not enter the temple during my five painful days.. and then i am 

become impure. 

So dear PATRIARCHY society no one can be perfect. 

Let me be perfect with my defection. 

Neither you nor i'm perfect without the other. 

Because i am a woman, people will force their thinking on me. 

I am Woman and i am the light that my community needs. 

I am the seed that will fall on their land and happiness will grow for all

Because I am WOMAN.  

-----RIYA DEY

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH,5TH SEM
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হোৎ শুচ িরু দোনটা দিচজ উেে।চোন কাচন দিচয় শুচ ি ুিেে, "হোচো! 
দক?"
অপর প্রাচন্ত  ীেণ দকাোহে, তারমচধেই দিশ্বনাথ কাকুর পদরদেত গোয় 
শুচ ি ুশুনচত দপে, "দক শু ? তাোতাদে একিার ননহাটি দের্চন োিওচয় 
দগচটর কাচে আয়। দতার িািার অোদিচডন্ট হচয়চে।
শুচ ি ুহাচতর গামো দেচে দিচয় গাচয়র জামা পচর দনয়। তদেেদে 
দিচরাচত দগচয়ও তার মচন হয় দকেু টাকা দনওয়া উদেত, তাচকর মাথা দথচক 
দকৌচটা দপচে দিখে োতচর্া টাকা আর দকেু খুেচরা আচে। তাই পচকচট  চর 
দনচয় শুচ ি ুপোচডচে োপ দিে। োিওচয় দগচটর োমচন দপৌোঁচে ও দিখে, 
িািার মাথা দিচয় রক্ত পেচে, র্রীচরর অনোনে জায়গাচতও ক্ষত দেহ্ন। 
শুচ িরু িািাচক েিাই দমচে ধচর দিশ্বনাথ কাকুর দটাচটা দত দতাো হে। 
মাথায় োরচট দেোই কচর, হাত-পাচয় িোচেজ দিোঁচধ শুচ িরু িািাচক 
হােপাতাে দথচক দেচে দিওয়া হে। দিশ্বনাথ কাকুই শুচ িচুির িাদে দপৌোঁচে 
দিে।
েদেচত িচুটা িাজচত ির্ দমদনট িাদক। শুচ ি ুিািাচক খাইচয় দিচয়চে। ওর 
িািা এখচনা অচোচর েুচমাচে, ওেুচধর দজর দিাধহয়।
শুচ িরু িািার দিাচেই নাদক িেুশটনাটা েচটদেে। এক সু্কে দেরদত িাচ্চার 
দোট োচগ। অতুঃপর ওর িািা জনচরাচে পচেন। উচে আচে দকে, েে, 
েুদে। মাথা দিচয় রক্ত ঝরচত দিচখও কার ওর িয়া হয়দন। দর্চে দিশ্বনাথ 
কাকু ও আচরা কচয়কজন দটাচটাওয়াো এচে উন্মত্ত জনতাচক দনরস্ত কচর। 
শুচ ি ুদখচত িচেও ঠিক কচর দখচত পারে না। ওর িািা এমদনচতই িাচরা 
মাে অেুচখ দ াচগন, তার ওপর ওরা এই  াচি মারে। এইেি মচন কচর 
শুচ িরু দোচখ জে এচে দগে।
শুচ ি ুমাচক দকেু জানায়দন, আেচে জানাচত পাচরদন। দোন দতা একটাই, 
দেটাও থাচক শুচ ি ুকাচেই। ওর মা িাদে এচে েি শুনচেন, দিখচেন। 
দর্চে রাচতর দিোয় দখচত িচে দেচেচক িেচেন, "হোোঁ দর আজ দতা দমাচট 
কুদে তাদরখ দতার আমার মাইচন দপচত এখচনা কম কচর দিন পচনচরা। 
েংোর খরচের টাকা দতা দর্ে, খাি কী আমরা?"
শুচ ি ুমাচয়র দিচক তাদকচয় কী দযন  ািে দর্চে  াচতর থাো দেচে উচে 
দগচয় েক্ষীর  াোঁেটা নাদমচয় আনে।
তারপর িাোঁ হাচতই দেটাচক দমচঝচত দ চঙ দেচে টাকাগুচো গুচন দনে। মাচয়র 
হাচত টাকা কটা দিচয় িেে, "িাচরাচর্া আচে। হচিনা এচত?"
মা দহচে িেচেন, "খুি হচি। তুই কচি জমাদে এচতা টাকা?"
শুচ ি ুদকেু না িচে শুধু হােচো। শুচ ি ুআর ঈশ্বর োো এই হাদের অথশ 
দিাধ কদর আর দকউ িুঝেনা।

----SNEHA BISWAS 12
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❑Neglect of primary healthcare and education in India 
are reasons for its backwardness.

In the past, the basics of humans were food, house and clothes, but 

at this period health and education have also included in this. A healthy 

child comes with healthy education and good healthcare. If the base of a 

building is good, then the building will be strong. Similarly, if the children 

will be strong with knowledge and health, then the country will stand 

strong in front of their enemies. Education is the medicine that can cure the 

evil of our society. There is a saying that "if a woman is educated then the 

women will educate the whole family". Health polishes our mind and our 

intelligence because good health gives good and efficient capability and 

ability.

The history of India is not good with reference to health care and 

education. Earlier only men or boys got the facility of education, along 

with this the healthcare facilities were poor and women were in very bad 

condition. Between 1951 to 1921, the healthcare facilities improved by the 

improvement in technologies, communication, accessibility to resources, 

whereas before 1921 there were high birth and death rate. Death rates were 

high because of epidemics, sanitization and other reasons. In this period, 

education was stuck to only a few parts of our society. The richer or 

teachers only studied. Healthcare facilities developed at a faster rate 

between 1961 to 1981 and after that the death rate declined and the birth 

rate was still higher with a 2.2% growth rate. 

Healthcare facilities were still away from villages. They were located 

mainly in the urban areas. There are huge examples in our past that people 

died on the way to the hospital. Due to poor health facilities, many women 

have lost their newborn children and have got differently abled children or 

with some chronic diseases.
16



Poor villages were prone to bad sanitization, dirty drinking water, lack 

of toilets, so there were bad health of people.

After Raja Ram Mohan Roy, who put his foot forward to stop Sati 

Pratha, then after the situation of women changed or they entered a new 

era and also they started getting education. Education has brought a 

new renaissance period in the woman's history. They go forward for the 

independence of India. They also gave their important role in many 

fields like artisan, agriculture, pottery etc.

Education was mainly given in English and Hindi language but more 

concern was given to the English language.This was also because the 

teaching of science and technology was in English, as they were mainly 

developed in Britain. When India got Independence, at the time other 

European countries were more developed and stood on another step 

from India. Other countries have given main focus to its business or 

industrialization along with health and education.

When India got independence, only 1% of families of India have their 

own personal toilets and the rest of all go outside, this challenges 

healthcare.

Healthcare facilities were acknowledged in poor areas or villages 

because large family size

.In 1901, the Indian population was 238.4 million which increased to 

1210 million in 2011. This shows that how rapidly the Indian 

population was rising. The fertility rate of poor people was high in 

comparison to rich people or educated people because the uneducated 

people have large family size and they believe that they need many 

hands for work whereas they left to think that how they will feed large 

number of family members in small income amount. So this leads to 

low or poor health condition.
17



Education and health facilities directly or indirectly go on a parallel line. 
Educated people know the value and good effect of a healthy life so they try to 
keep their surroundings healthy whereas in lack of knowledge and educated 
people do not give their concern to sanitization. Nowadays, health facilities are 
very expensive, so poor people could not access to them. We should do work 
that the prices could go down so that the poor could also access these beneficial 
availability. Yet there were other loopholes also, like sometimes it found that a 
government hospital suffers from lack of beds or other facilities in hospital this 
has also effected the poor, because poor people have income that they could go 
to a government hospital for their treatments.

If we will be able to provide good health and good education to each and every 
children of our country, then we will get a good mind with intelligence and high 
IQ level. This could be done when we will be true in relation to our jobs. It will 
pay our income tax that could help the poor. The new education policy of 2020 
will help to the children and it will help the poor, that by this policy the poor 
could take education according to their needs and they will also get jobs as soon 
as possible, this will be able to help their family and their motherland.
When poor people will get jobs then the amount of crime in rural areas will be 
lower and this will continue to other areas also. Education can give them the 
right path so that they can help or give their contribution in society.
If education is a seed, then healthcare is an essential nutrient that ultimately 
gives rise to a fruit bearing plant.
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Subject: Geography (Honours)
Semester: 5th Sem.
College: Rishi Bankim Chandra College for Women
WhatsApp No: 9433777526
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Talking with my nous                         
-Sohag Singha

The footsteps of the clock,
Just nearby the flock

Of the memories,so bad—
“Stop it,you lad!” 

I shall,I will,
I must do until

I find the answer
Why I blamed my cancer

And why those nights
Pushed me in the fights
With my belief,my hope 

And turned me into a mope. 

“Remember the memories,
Behind the queries,

You thought,you broke,
You left to provoke—
Your nous,your sleep, 

Your patience,so deep.” 

I asked,was tasked 
But sunk in the dusk

Like the sun in the west—
Alas! I was left in jest
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“Remember their gain, 
Though precious but in vain—

They stole the whole
And snatched the goal 

But you were very right 
While fighting the fight
With pure ’n kind heart 

I wonder you weren't alert!” 

I gripped,I tripped,
Ah! they too had flipped. 
I stumbled,I crumbled 

And oh shit! I was humbled. 

“The people who left 
Are those who theft. 
You tried,you cried

But you'ven't realized
That you're the one 

Who led like a swan

They chased,they faced 
But you raised ahead.” 

I did,I hid
To be free,to get rid

From them who shouted, 
“You rascal!,you knobhead!” 
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“Wait until the jiff
Arrives with the grief 
And behind its back

With the mockery of luck
To make them taste

The bitterness of being best 
By fob,by jiggery, 

By pushing you in misery.” 

I failed,I lost,
I was left in frost. 
I fought,I thought

If the lost was brought, 
Would it clap and flap 
Or would it be a trap? 

“Wait and see.
Don't murmur like a bee. 

Quest for the flower 
But beware of the mower.” 

Yes,I can.
I swear to be done 

On time,being fine,
Success will be mine.

“The days are coming. 
Beware,they're looming. 

How funny,you're frightened! 
Remember,you're lightened.” 21



Now I promise to be humble 
But never like a dumbbell.

I'll gather the power
And sprinkle like shower. 
I'll strengthen my wrist

And fist you like a beast—
Hey darkness,you fool! 
How dare you to rule!

Name : Sohag Singha Whatsapp No. :9903730728 
Email Id : sohagsingha02081999@gmail.com
College : Acharya Prafulla Chandra College 

Semester : Sem-V Department : Chemistry (Honours)  
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THE WAY OF LOVE

Love is the highest form of generosity,

But I believe;

It is all about giving someone priority.

Which I always give you,

So I hope,I can listen you.

Not just when you speak,

But also when you feel weak.

My mind has a tendency to wonder,

But believe me;

All the words of you are still remembered.

Whenever,I find the crimson in your lip,

All the anxiety of my mind, I skip.

Because I love you in a way,

Which I am not able to say.

------SHANTI RABIDAS
RISHI BANKIM CHANDRA COLLEGE FOR WOMENS
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Lakiraan Vich Likh Di Kyu Judai... 

Kho gaya,gumm ho gaya waqt se churaya tha jo,apna banaya tha,wo
tera,wo mera sath nibhaya tha jo,apna bnaya tha' she is humming the 
song.while sitting in her balcony and anonymously playing with the 
ring in the finger.She glance at the ring for a whileyes it is her 
engagement ring.She will be married soon but she is not happy with 
her condition.Her sister enters the room quietly to check whether she 
is okay or not. Today Riya,her sister is tensed with Rohini's condition. 
Riya checked 
her after every 30 minutes. Today it's a full moon night and Rohini is 
missing something. Yeah...she is missing a touch,a touch from 
someone special.. PE.PE.PEEEEE..PE.suddenly the sound of the horn 
broke her apathy.Annoyed, she looked down from her balcony and a 
wide smile appear on her face."Come Rohinilet's have a long drive"he
said gesturing towards the back seat of his bike.YESSSSs...she jumped 
with excitement,this is what she was missing."Five minutes,I'm
coming'she replied to Avi, her fiance.After a while she got ready and 
looked into the mirror: PERFECT!!!'she said to herself.She reached the 
entrance leaping like a frog."WOW...you look gorgeous my queen he 
replied after observing her for few seconds,she blushed a little: You 
know what,you look more pretty while you are blushing Ruhi" he said 
with a cute smile. The name 'Ruhi' made her heart skip a beat.She
thought for a while how much she waited to hear it from him.Yes, 
Avinash used to call her 'Ruhi,a nickname that she loves the 
most."Thanks but can we go now!m excited for the ride' she replied. 
He tilted his head on the 
right and with a smile in his face he replied "Yeah.Sure."He started the 
ignitiorn, she climbed up the seat and hold his shoulder" Hold me 
tight Ruhi I'm going to pick up speed he said."'NO! please take it slow" 
she replied."Take it easyjust hold me tightly'he pulled her arms and 
wrapped it tightly against his waist.'Now it's ok.right?" he asked, she 
gave him a little nod.. After driving at least 5kms they reached near a 
poolside.All the way they were discussing about the undergoing 
wedding arrangements after the engagement ceremony in their home.
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.Once he said "I love christian weddings.you in white and me in 
black" but they agreed to the hindu rituals. Sometimes she also 
dreamt the same.A smile appeared on her lips,how similar their 
thoughts were. Suddenly he stopped the ignition and gestured her 
to get down."Where are we now?'she asked while moving her eyes 
side by side.While she was in her dreams she didn't notice that this 
place was having slow traffic and a bit calmer than the rest."It's one 
of my favourite place"he replied"But no one is here,it's all empty 
and dark" she replied with confusion in her eyes."'It's not emptyyou
and me are here and it's not dark today it's a full moon night'he
cleared.She walked in the place for sometime to get a clear look of 
the area.The place was odd but a bit romantic for them. She turned 
around and found no one there."Where are you Avi?'she asked with 
a scary face."Here Ruhi" he raised his hand and replied"Oh! but 
why are you Ilying on the ground?'she asked again."'Ssshhhh!..just 
come here by my side,don't spoil the mood dear"'he replied.She
followed his instructions and adjusted her head on his 
arm.Hey! it's a nice view just look at those stars'she said with a 
glowing face."Yes and look at the moon,glowing so nicely just like 
you'he replied and turned to face her"Yeah...and you are like the 
stars always being my side'she replied,both of them started 
blushing:1 wish to be like this forever! just wish to be with you'he
said"But why?"she raised her eyebrow and asked him with a teasing 
tone."If you want to know then just close your eyes'he said with a 
sweet voice and wicked smile.She followed his instruction and 
closed her eyes.Five minutes passed nothing happened "Avi? Are 
you here?'she asked with her eyes closed.Nothing came for her 
question,slowly she opened her eyes. She rotated her head back 
and forth but no one was there by her side.The moonlight was 
present as usual but the 
stars were glowing more brightly... "DI.DI.get up please" a voice 
struck her ears.She gets up fast and saw her sister standing in front 
of her"Again you came here and how long will this last?"'her sister 27



asks.'How are you here and where is he?"she asks with a searching 
look.'DI...PLEASE,stop this,no one is here,lets get back it's being cold 
here" she replies with a irritating tone.'NO NO listen he is here" she 
replies quickly"'STOP IT DIpleaseHE WAS DEAD,HE WAS N0 
MORE,lets be back and tomorrow we will consult a psychiatrist'she
says with her hands folded"NO000 NO NO'she screams. Her mind 
goes on flash back.Two years back they came to this very place,exactly
like today.That day was also a full moon night,they were happy and 
spent their happiest night on this place.While returning home they 
were busy talking talking to themselves,actually they were planing for 
their next month wedding.They were discussing about the 
arrangements and the dresses they will be wearing. Suddenly a bright 
light strucked their eyes and before they could understand anything 
the incident happened.. "NOO00O0'she screams again and opens her 
eyes.A flood of tears rushes down her cheeks."You are lucky that you 
got saved that day,now please can we be back?" Riya asks irritatingly 
Avi Da was having only one helmet.you were lucky that he offered 
that to you" Riya says with a low voice."I wish he didn't" Rohini says 
on her own.Tm tired running after you like this on every full moon 
night.lt's enough nowwe will meet the psychiatrist tomorrow and it's 
final'Riya says firmly'And yes dad has fixed your wedding with Rohan
you are already ENGAGGED,look at the ring.You can't be like this 
foreveryou have to move on'Riya adds this and hugs Rohini tightly. 
She lookes up to face her sister.Avi is standing behind her sister."Tm 
always with you dear and I will be forever.But please move on.'he says. 
If you ever feel lonely just come here I will always be waiting for you, 
Ruhi' he adds with tears in his eyes.Rohini wipes her tears and says 
"Lets go'. They started to walk towards the road. Suddenly she turns 
around YESsSS...he is standing there,exactly at the same place where 
she was lying a few minutes ago .”Ilove you.l will be back soon" she 
says."| love you too Ruhi"he replies with a smile and gestures her a 
goodbye!.. 
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#SOME PEOPLE LOVE TO LIVE IN HALLUCINATION THAN 
ACCEPTING THE 
TRUTH #SOMETIMES OUR PAST GAVE US SHOCK BUT IT 
ALSO GAVE US THE STRENGTH 
TO MOVE FORWARD 

NAME:-ANKITA PAUL (CEMA) SEM:-5 cOLLGE-RISHI BANKIM 
CHANDRA COLLEGE FOR WOMEN 
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The Last Meeting: Destiny Rules Over All 
Aparajita Chakraborty, Department Of Biotechnology, St. Xaviers’ 

College, Calcutta Mob. No/ Whatsapp no. -9674036903 

The steady rushing of the winds hovered outside, followed by drops of the 

rain with it’s sounds’ pitter-patter’, pitter-patter’. I was immersed in my 

chemistry book, slowly winding through the pages of ‘electrochemistry’, 

‘chemical bonding’, and so on, though could not concentrate so. A number 

of thoughts rumbling through my mind, along with the rumbling of 

thunder outside. Despite my hardest effort, I could not shove them off; he 

kept coming again and again, he continued to visit me even in my wildest 

dreams. Nevertheless, I closed the book for a while, and slowly my eyes 

started to droop.  I, Aparna Chakraborty, had met ‘him’ first at college. 

The same class, same department(biochemistry), same stream. ‘He’ was 

none other than Tanmoy Roy, a decent guy with studded looks, and a 

dashing attitude. On the first day of class as he entered, there was not a 

single girl who couldn’t stop but give a glance at this guy from the corner 

of their eyes, including myself. He came and gave a short introduction 

about himself, while I did so too. Thereafter, gradually our friendship 

grew which slowly turned to love. There wasn’t a single moment, as far as 

I could recall, we had failed to chat or discuss our thoughts with each 

other. But things didn’t run as smooth as per my expectations, much to my 

sheer disappointment. He didn’t turn out to be the type of person as I had 

expected, the type which I’ve always wanted or craved for. His increased 

obsession over me grew day by day, which he termed ‘love’. Eventually, I 

couldn’t take it any more, and realized to take a drastic decision of my 

life, to get separated. At last one day, I demanded a break-up to which he 

didn’t respond at first. But then he attempted to do something, one could 

ever have imagined even in his/her wildest dreams. He tried to jump off 

the terrace of his house, but luckily his mother, being present there, had 

arrived just on time and caught him by the wrists. After that, I never 

contacted him, nor hold any wish to do so. He was never to be seen again.
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A noise just woke me up, from my trance in an instant. I looked up to find 

the room empty as before, the noise of rain and thunder still rumbling 

outside. Whoa, again those same thoughts racing through my mind. But 

why couldn’t I shake them off, why, why, why. I looked up at the clock 

ticking slowly on the wall- it was 9.30pm. Yeah, nearly 15mins to go 

before I start my online English session with my six Nigerian students. 

My parents weren’t home yet, they had gone to attend a family wedding. 

They had tried to convince me to go with them but I didn’t feel like, and 

moreover I had to teach my enthusiastic learners, who would be eagerly 

waiting for me, pens and notebooks ready in hand, for my lecture which 

they enjoyed so much. No, dinner time had arrived, and I made my way 

towards the kitchen. No sooner did I enter, than the loud buzzing of the 

calling bell made me jump to my feet. Guess, they had finally arrived. I 

rushed towards the door, my excitement knowing no heights. As I opened 

the door, I received something which I wasn’t exactly prepared for. There 

standing in front of me, in a disheveled manner, was none other than my 

‘ex’; yes you’ve guessed it right. That same face, that same style..yeah it 

was him.  ‘Tanmoy.. you…’what on earth’, until I couldn’t say no more. 

He spoke up promptly’ Hey Aparna..how are you doing?’ ‘I….I…’ I 

couldn’t say anything more, My voice got heavy and I was at a loss of 

words, frantically searching for them. ‘Sorry to bother you again…’ he 

spoke again, ‘but I couldn’t help myself from coming.. I just had to see 

you one last time, before I go. I’m glad to see you’re doing fine. Anyways, 

I wish you all the best for your future, and your career. I really love you 

dude. And.. I am sorry for everything I’ve done with you in the past. 

Forgive me if you can. Goodbye…’, and then he disappeared in an instant. 

I stood there for some time, frozen as ice, trying to recall at what just 

happened a little while ago. I slowly collected myself, and then, don’t 

know why, for a split second of time, decided to watch some news. As I 

switched to the news channel, the headlines flashed abruptly on the 

screen,’ car accident on Sukanta Setu Bridge, young boy aged between 25-

30 years found dead in car.Time -between 6-8pm. Possibly he was drunk, 

name Tanmoy Roy….’ I stood dumbfounded for some time. I couldn’t 

believe my own ears. 
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What did I just hear?- Yeah indeed that same name yes it was him. For a 

moment, I stopped dead in my tracks, my heartbeat stopped for a second, I 

felt. I closed the TV and went towards the kitchen, the hot food and plate 

in hand. I started to eat, while waiting for the arrival of my parents. Yes, 

indeed destiny plays it’s own game and follows it’s own set of rules. 
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